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Abstract
Analysis of medical CT images directly affects the accuracy of clinical case diagnosis. Therefore, feature extraction problem of
medical CT images is extremely important. A feature extraction algorithm for medical CT images of sports tear injury is
proposed. First, CT images are decomposed into a low frequency component and a series of high frequency components in
different directions by wavelet fast decomposition method. The high- and low-frequency information of CT images is enhanced
by wavelet layered multi-directional image enhancement algorithm, and the multi-scale enhancement for medical CT images of
sports tear injury is completed. Then, edge of the enhanced CT images is extracted using an image edge extraction algorithm
based on extended mathematical morphology. Finally, based on the extracted edge information of CT images, feature extraction
for medical CT images of sports tear injury is completed by the NSCT-GLCM based CT image feature extraction algorithm.
Research results show that the proposed algorithm effectively extracts CT image features of sports tear injury and provides
auxiliary information for doctor diagnosis.

Keywords Sports tear injury . Medical CT . Image feature . Extraction algorithm . Fast wavelet transform . Multi-scale
enhancement

1 Introduction

The first step in diagnosis and treatment of a patient is to obtain
enough information about the patient’s condition [1]. Invention
of themicroscope is a major advancement in the development of
medicine. Because it allows people to observe microscopic
worlds that are previously invisible to naked eye in the form
of images [2]. Medical application of X-rays allows people to
observe the internal structure of human body and provide im-
portant information for doctors to diagnose the cause of diseases
[3]. Computed tomography provides accurate structural infor-
mation within human body and evolves from 2D to 3D. On the
basis of X-ray CT, many computed tomography techniques,
such as magnetic resonance tomography, positron emission to-
mography, and electrical impedance tomography, have been
developed. Based on these existing imaging technologies, new
imaging methods are constantly being developed [4]. The first

step in medical image imaging is to use some kind of energy to
pass through the body and measure energy after interacting with
the body. Mathematical methods are then used to estimate the
two-dimensional and three-dimensional distribution of this en-
ergy interacting with human tissue (absorption, attenuation, nu-
clear magnetic perturbations, etc.) and produce images [1]. X-
ray computed tomography (CT) is based on a large number of
X-ray projection data, using mathematical reconstruction
methods to obtain two-dimensional or three-dimensional X-ray
density (tissue attenuation coefficient) distribution image. In re-
cent years, due to the continuous updating and improvement of
CT devices, imaging software and scanning technology, CT
movies, C angiography, ultra-high-speed CT, high-resolution
CT, spiral CT and other technologies have emerged. It enables
CT technology to be applied in many areas of the clinic, im-
proving accuracy and credibility of diagnosis [5].

With the maturity of various imaging inspection tech-
niques, hospitals have collected a large number of CT images.
How to mine these images and help doctors diagnose cases is
of great significance [6]. Image segmentation is the basis for
disease diagnosis using CT images. Therefore, improving the
accuracy of CT image segmentation has become an important
research topic [4]. Medical CT images are characterized by
low contrast, variability in tissue properties, and ambiguity in
the boundaries between soft tissues or soft tissues and disor-
ders, as well as complexity of shape structures and distribution
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of fine structures. It creates great difficulties in studying the
edges of medical images [7]. Moreover, in the past, medical
CT image segmentation and feature extraction methods are
mostly based on the lung and the head, and there are few
studies on sports tear injure. In this paper, feature extraction
of medical CT images is studied in depth, and a feature ex-
traction algorithm for medical CT images of sports tear injury
is proposed in order to extract their features with high efficien-
cy and precision.

2 Materials and methods

Medical CT images of sports tear injury are an important
means of information visualization [8]. They visually provide
the physician with information to aid in diagnosis and treat-
ment. In particular, experienced radiologists and clinicians get
a lot of useful information from these images [9]. However,
original images from scanning devices may be affected by
various factors such as imaging devices and acquisition con-
ditions, and image quality degradation or even artifacts may
occur. Even with high quality images, in most cases, it is
difficult to draw useful diagnoses directly with naked eye.
People with different abilities and backgrounds often get dif-
ferent results for the same medical CT images. It is even more
impossible to have a quantitative assessment of images.
Therefore, the first task is to preprocess the acquired medical
CT images. That is, filtering out image noise and interference,
highlighting areas or edges of interested objects to lay the
groundwork for further analysis [10].

2.1 Pretreatment for CT images of sports tear injury

2.1.1 Wavelet decomposition for medical CT images of sports
tear injury

Wavelet decomposition is equivalent to a set of multi-
resolution band-pass filters. With this feature, medical CT
images of sports tear injure are decomposed into sub-images
in different directions. Different methods are used to study the
sub-image information in different directions under its corre-
sponding scale. Medical CT images are processed using two-
dimensional wavelet decomposition in this section. Medical
CT image signals are filtered and extracted using two sets of
filters g(n) and h(n). The original image is broken down into
four sub-band images, denoted as L1, L2, L3, and L4, as shown
in Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, two sets of filters g(n) and h(n) are set,
use two sets of filters to filter and extract medical CT image
signals, and the original image is decomposed into four sub-
band images, which are L1, L2, L3, and L4. Let φ and Φ be the
corresponding scale function and wavelet function, respec-
tively. For a medical CT image f(x, y) of sports tear injure,

the rapid decomposition of Mallet wavelet can be expressed
as:

f x; yð Þ ¼ ∑
k;m

Aj;k;mg nð Þ þ ∑
c¼h;v;d

∑
k;m

Dh
j;k;mh nð Þ ð1Þ

Aj;k;m ¼ ∑
l;n
hl−2khn−2mC jþ1;l;m ð2Þ

Dh
j;k;m ¼ ∑

l;n
hl−2kgn−2mC jþ1;1;n ð3Þ

A medical CT image of sports tear injure is decomposed
into a low frequency component and a series of high frequen-
cy components in different directions after the wavelet multi-
scale analysis (Eq. 1). The low frequency component main-
tains its original content information. A series of high-
frequency components represent significant details for the
medical CT image of sports tear injure, such as edges and
regional boundaries [11]. In the above equation, Aj,k,m repre-
sents the low frequency coefficient for medical CT images of

sports tear injure. Dh
j;k;m, and Dd

j;k;m represent coefficients of

the high-frequency edge information for medical CT images
of sports tear injury in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal
directions, respectively. hl-2k is the coefficient of the low pass
filter. gn-2m is the coefficient of the high pass filter. Cj + 1,n

represents a multi-scale wavelet decomposition vector.

2.1.2 Multi-directional image enhancement algorithm based
on wavelet layering

For medical CT images of sports tear injure after wavelet
decomposition, image enhancement should be performed on
components in different directions [12]. Low frequency part is
an approximation for medical CT images of sports tear injure.
It is a relatively smooth part for medical CT images of sports
tear injure. Gray value changes are relatively flat and do not
have unidirectionality [13]. Enhancement of the low frequen-
cy part is mainly to adjust gray scale range and improve qual-
ity for medical CT images of sports tear injure. Therefore, it is
enhanced by wavelet-based homomorphic filtering.
Enhancement of the high frequency portion is an important
part of the entire image. High frequency component contains
detail features and noise of the image and has three separate

Fig. 1 Two-dimensional wavelet decomposition structure diagram
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unidirectional directions: horizontal, vertical and diagonal.
Therefore, in this paper, high-frequency components in the
three directions of the image are denoised first, and then
weight enhancement processing of the three components is
performed [14].

Enhancement of low frequency information Low-frequency
part for medical CT image of sports tear injury is enhanced. It
mainly adjusts grayscale range of CT images to enhance their
image contrast. According to the actual situation, low-
frequency part is enhanced by wavelet-based homomorphic
filtering [15]. Wavelet-based homomorphic filtering enhance-
ment is applied to traditional homomorphic filtering enhance-
ment based on wavelet multi-scale analysis. As shown in
Fig. 2, WT represents an n-level wavelet transform, IWT rep-
resents a corresponding inverse wavelet transform, and LF
represents a Butterworth homomorphic filter. f(x, y) represents
an original medical CT image of sports tear injury, and g(x, y)
represents a processed medical CT image of sports tear injury.
In this paper, wavelet-based homomorphic filtering algorithm
is used to enhance the low-frequency components of medical
images. Image contrast is enhancedwhile adjusting the overall
gray scale for medical image of sports tear injure. Further
expanding gray scale of the image, the processed CT image
of sports tear injure better maintains original appearance [16].

The Butterworth homomorphic filter function (Butterworth
filter) is used [17]. Its main principle structure is represented in
Fig. 3.

Specific design of the homomorphic filter conversion func-
tion based on wavelet analysis is as follows:

HA x;yð Þ ¼ γ1−γ2ð Þ k � Aj;k;m x; yð Þ−m� �þ m
� �

; ð4Þ

where HA(x,y) is a wavelet-based homomorphic filtering en-
hancement transfer function that enhances low-frequency
components of the image. The expression k × [Aj, k, m(x, y) −
m] +m is a linear equalization denoising of low frequency
components. γ1γ2 is the correction factor, Aj, k, m(x, y)is the
wavelet coefficient of low-frequency component for medical
CT image of sports tear injure. m is the average value for
wavelet coefficient of the low-frequency region. k is a contrast
adjustment factor for adjusting the unevenness of image
brightness. Choosing appropriate parameter k maintains the
original appearance of medical CT images while enhancing
local contrast of the image. Enhancement processing of low
frequency component is implemented such that the low fre-
quency component HA ≤ 1. Dynamic range of the compressed
image as a whole is achieved while enhancing the contrast
between adjacent parts of the image, therefore, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1 is
selected.

Enhancement of high frequency information Detailed fea-
tures and noise for medical CT images of sports tear injure
are mainly distributed in the high frequency region. High fre-
quency component has three different directions: horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal. If wavelet coefficients in different di-
rections of the high frequency part are directly denoised, some
important details of the image may be lost. Threshold
denoising enhancement processing is performed on images
in different directions by wavelet sparseness to better preserve
the detailed features of medical CT images. It is divided into
two steps: firstly, denoising multi-directional wavelet coeffi-
cients in the high-frequency components of the image, and
then performing weighting enhancement on the denoised
wavelet function.

Step 1: Denoising

Because imaging process for medical CT images of sports
tear injure is susceptible to noise interference, its imaging
process is expressed as:

g i; jð Þ ¼ f i; jð Þ þ n i; jð Þ; ð5Þ
where i = 1, 2, …, M, j = 1, 2, ..., N, g(i, j) represents a
medical CT image of sports tear injury contaminated by
noise. f(i, j) is a clear image, that is, a real image without
noise. n(i, j) is image-independent noise. In medical CT
images of sports tear injure, according to the central limit

,f x y

Log

W T

LF

IW T

Exp

, yg x
Fig. 2 Homomorphic Enhancement Based on Wavelet
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theorem, n(i, j) is generally a Gaussian white noise with a
mean of zero.

For the degraded image g(i, j) of size M ×N, the wavelet

second decomposition Wϕ(k0, x, y) and the reconstruction Wl
y

k; x; yð Þ are expressed as:

Wϕ k0; x; yð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MN

p ∑
M−1

i¼0
∑
N−1

j¼0
g i; jð Þϕk0;x;y i; jð ÞC jþ1;1;n ð6Þ

Wl
y k; x; yð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

MN
p ∑

M−1

i¼0
∑
N−1

j−0
g i: jð Þylk;x;y i; jð Þ l ¼ 1; 2; 3f g ð7Þ

where ϕk0, x, y(i, j), ylk;x;y i; jð Þ are translation basis functions. k0
is an arbitrary starting scale, usually taking k0 = 1 and choos-
ingM =N = 2K, k − 1, x、 y ∈ {0, 1,⋯, 2k – 1}.M, N and x, y
represent adjustment factors.

After wavelet transformation, medical CT images and
noise from sports tear injure will show different statistical
properties [18]. Energy for medical CT image signals of sports
tear injure is more concentrated on the wavelet coefficient and
the low-resolution coefficient. But the noise energy is distrib-
uted on different scales. Relatively speaking, high frequency
part is more concentrated. In other words, spatial correlation
for CT images of sports tear injure in the wavelet domain is
reduced. Energy is concentrated, but energy distribution of the
noise is unchanged. Thus, the wavelet coefficients are divided
into two categories. One is the result of image detail transfor-
mations that contain noise. This part of the wavelet coefficient
has a larger amplitude, but the number is smaller. The other
type is the wavelet coefficient caused by noise. This part of the
coefficient is a large number, but its amplitude is relatively
small. Therefore, wavelet coefficients are processed by means
of the threshold. A wavelet coefficient greater than the thresh-
old is considered to be a useful signal to be reserved, while a
wavelet coefficient less than the threshold is considered to be
rejected. The threshold T generally used is:

T ¼ σ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ln Nð Þ

p
; ð8Þ

where N is the total number of pixels for medical CT images
of sports tear injury, σ =median(|wxy|/0.6745), wxy is the
wavelet coefficient of the highest frequency subband, and σ
indicates spatial correlation.

For medical CT images of sports tear injure, edge detail
features often contain important disease characteristics.
Therefore, how to preserve the image detail features while

removing noise is necessary for medical CT images of sports
tear injure [19].

Step 2: Weighting enhancement of multi-directional
wavelet coefficients after denoising

Wavelet coefficients in different directions in the high-
frequency components for medical CT images of sports tear
injure are denoised. It is considered that the processed wavelet
coefficients are basically important features such as details
and edges in the image [20]. The wavelet coefficients in dif-
ferent directions after denoising are subjected to weight en-
hancement processing. Specifically, wavelet coefficients of
different directions in the high-frequency component are re-
spectively introduced with different weights Kj, k, m (acquired
by Eq. (9)), so as to achieve important features such as image
detail enhancement to different degrees.

f x; yð Þ ¼ ∑
k;m

Aj;k;mϕ x; yð Þ þ ∑
i¼0

∑
j¼0

K j;k;mDc
j;k;mϕ x; yð Þ; ð9Þ

where Kj, k, m indicates enhancement degree of the image detail
after denoising. High frequency components in medical CT im-
ages of sports tear injure are further enhanced. Details of the
image are relatively prominent. The processed medical CT im-
age of sports tear injure has an overall contour enhancement and
improved sharpness. Enhancement effect is more obvious.

Multi-scale image enhancement The original medical CT im-
age of sports tear injure is decomposed by wavelet.
Corresponding wavelet coefficients are obtained at each scale.
They respectively represent an approximate portion for a med-
ical CT image of sports tear injure, a detail portion having high
frequency information in the horizontal direction, vertical di-
rection, and diagonal direction. Wavelet coefficients in differ-
ent directions of each scale are enhanced by the above-
mentioned enhancement algorithm to complete multi-scale
enhancement for medical CT images of sports tear injure.

2.1.3 Image edge extraction algorithm based on extended
mathematical morphology

Mathematical morphology edge detection operator needs to
select the appropriate structural elements. According to the ba-
sic principles of morphology such as expansion, corrosion,
morphological opening operations, morphological closing

Input Butterworth 

homomorphic filter 

function

Logarithm

Nonlinear 

logarithmic 

transformation

Multiplicative 

noise 

conversion

Additive noiseIndex
Image 

enhancement

Inverse 

transformation

Fig. 3 Principle structure of
Butterworth Homomorphism
filter function
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operations, and their combined operations, clear image edges
are obtained [21]. Selection of structural elements determines
effectiveness and accuracy of the processing results. For edge
extraction of CT images, appropriate structural elements must
be selected according to texture structure of the image.
Moreover, the size, shape and orientation of structural elements
must be fully considered. Usually, the square structure elements
of 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 is selected, and different structural elements are
selected according to requirements and experience.

According to the final result relationship of morphological
operation, corrosion and expansion for the enhanced medical
CT image of sports tear injury is defined as:

f x; yð ÞΘB⊆ f x; yð Þ⊆ f x; yð Þ⊕B; ð10Þ
where Θ and ⊕ are arithmetic symbols. f(x, y) represents an
enhanced medical CT grayscale image of sports tear injury. B
represents the grayscale structural element for the enhanced
medical CT image of sports tear injury.

Morphological opening and morphological closing opera-
tions satisfy:

f x; yð Þ∘B⊆ f x; yð Þ⊆ f x; yð Þ⋅B; ð11Þ
where f(x, y)∘B represents an open operation in morphology
and f(x, y) ⋅ B represents a closed operation in morphology.

Edge extraction process of CT images based on extended
mathematical morphology for sports tear injury is:

Let Ed(F) denote a dilation residue edge detector. It is de-
fined as the difference between the enhanced medical CT
image f(x, y) by the expansion of structural element B and
the original image:

Ed Fð Þ ¼ f x; yð Þ⊕Bð Þ− f x; yð Þ ð12Þ

Similarly, let Ee(F)denote an erosion residue edge detector.
It is defined as the difference between the original image and
the image f(x, y) that has been etched by structural element B
as:

Ee Fð Þ ¼ f x; yð Þ− f x; yð ÞΘBð Þ ð13Þ

Let G(F) denote morphological gradient of the image f(x,
y). It is obtained by expansion and corrosion operations:

G Fð Þ ¼ R Fð Þ f x; yð Þ⊕Bð Þ− f x; yð ÞΘBð Þ; ð14Þ

where M = (f(x, y)∘B) indicates an open operation. B is a
square structural element of 3 × 3.

Preprocessing is performed by morphological opening op-
eration and closing operation to filter out noise. Then do the
morphological opening operation to smooth the image.
Finally do the expansion operation. The difference between
the image after expansion and the image before expansion
obtains a better image edge. R(F) is the image edge extraction
result for medical CT images of sports tear injure.

2.2 CT image feature extraction algorithm based on
NSCT-GLCM

2.2.1 Non-downsampled contour transformation

Non-downsampled contour transformation (NSCT) includes a
pyramid filter bank (NSPFB) and a directional filter bank
(NSDFB). Its structural principle is shown in Fig. 4. NSCT
segmentation process is described as follows. Multi-scale seg-
mentation for medical CT images of sports tear injury is first
performed by NSCT based on the extracted edge R(F). High
frequency sub-band images and a low frequency sub-band
image of various frequencies are obtained. Resulting high fre-
quency sub-band images are then multi-directionally trans-
formed using NSDFB. Thus sub-band images of different
scales and directions are obtained [22].

2.2.2 Gray level co-occurrence matrix

Linear distance is d from one pixel point where the gray value
for medical CT images of sports tear injure is i. The gray value
of another pixel at angle θ is j. Probability p(i, j, d, θ) of two
gray values occurring simultaneously in the entire medical CT
image of sports tear injure is:

p i; j; d; θð Þ ¼ x; yð Þ f x; yð Þ ¼ i; f xþ dcosθ; yþ dsinθð Þ ¼ jjf g;
ð15Þ

where x, y represents medical CT image factors of sports tear
injure. Commonly used texture features for medical CT im-
ages of sports tear injure are homogeneous region (HOM),
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First-stage low-pass
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directional subband
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Directional Ripper
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Non-downsampling
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Fig. 4 Principle of NSCT
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angular second moment (ASM), entropy (ENT), and dissimi-
larity (DIS). They are defined as follows:

HOM ¼ ∑
i
∑
j
p i; jð Þ= 1þ i− jð Þ2

h i
ð16Þ

ASM ¼ ∑
i
∑
j
p i; jð Þ½ �2 ð17Þ

ENT ¼ ∑
i
∑
j
p i; jð Þlg p i; jð Þð ð18Þ

DIS ¼ ∑
i
∑
j
i− jj jp i; jð Þ ð19Þ

2.2.3 Extracting image texture features using NSCT-GLMC

Let the input medical CT image of sports tear injure be f(x, y),
and its size is M × N. Process of NSCT segmentation is
expressed as:

f x; yð Þ ¼ aJ þ ∑
n

j¼1
∑
m

k¼1
bj;k ; ð20Þ

where bj,k is the high-frequency sub-band for CT image of
sports tear injure in the j-scale and k-direction. aJ is the low-
frequency sub-band for medical CT image of sports tear injury.
Feature extraction steps based on NSCT-GLCM are as follows:

(1) NSCT segmentation for medical CT images of sports tear
injure

An image is first transformed into two layers by NSCT
based on the extracted edge R(F). The number of first dimen-
sion directions is 8 [23], and the number of second scale direc-
tions is 4. Thus, a medical CT image is divided into sub-bands
having different scales and different directions. A total of 13
sub-bands of the same size as the original image are obtained.
Each direction subband represents a texture in one direction.

(2) Quantification of transform coefficients

NSCT low-frequency sub-band aJ approximates a
uniform distribution. High-frequency sub-band for med-
ical CT image of sports tear injury shows a distribution
of “high peaks and long tails”. Low-frequency sub-band
for medical CT image of sports tear injury is uniformly
quantized. The quantization level is 16, which is quan-
tized according to Eq. (21) as:

G ¼ C−Cminð Þ= Cmax−Cminð Þ½ � � 16; ð21Þ
where G denotes a quantization result, C denotes a
quantization vector, Cmin denotes a minimum value of
quantization vector, and Cmax denotes a maximum value
of quantization vector. Non-uniform quantization for CT

image detail subband of medical tear injury is used. The
coefficients are quantized to 16 levels. First estimate
variance σl of each sub-band at the same scale. When
quantifying, ±3σ is used as the limit and segmentation
is quantized according to Eq. (22) as:

Gl ¼ C−Cminð Þ= Cmax−Cminð Þ½ � � 12; C m; nð Þj j≤3σl

C−Cminð Þ= Cmax−Cminð Þ½ � � 2; C m; nð Þj j > 3σl

�
ð22Þ

(3) Window selection, including window traversal mode and
window size

GLCM’s window traversal image mode uses overlapping
windows. Different sizes of windows are used at different
NSCT segmentation scales. Sub-band image of the first scale
for medical CT image of sports tear injure use N = 3 × 3 size
window. The second-scale sub-band image and the low-
frequency sub-band use a window of N = 5 × 5 size.

(4) Distance parameter

With setting of NSCT segmentation parameters, the num-
ber of segmentation directions will change. Differences be-
tween the scales will vary with the change of direction param-
eters. Therefore, when NSCT split sub-band is used for gray
level symbiosis, different distance intervals d are used for
different scales.

(5) Selection of direction

Symbiotic amount is extracted by GLCM Eqs. 19 to 22.
Four symbiotic quantities of HOM, ASM, ENT, and DIS are
calculated for each subband of NSCT at four angles (angles θ
are 0∘, 45∘, 90∘, and 135∘, respectively). The values of four
different directions for each symbiotic amount are then aver-
aged as shown in Eq. (23). In this way, robustness of gray
level symbiosis to direction is improved.

f ¼ f 0 þ f 45 þ f 90 þ f 135
� 	

=4 ð23Þ

Finally, 52-dimensional symbiotic feature N−G(m, n) of
point (m, n) for medical CT image of sports tear injury is
obtained. CT image feature extraction of sports tear injury is
completed.

N−G m; nð Þ ¼ HOMi;AMSi;ENTi;DISi½ � ð24Þ

3 Results and analysis

In order to verify effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, a
simulation experiment is needed. Matlab is selected as the
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experimental platform, and the algorithm in this paper is pro-
grammed in matlab, and the methods in literature [1, 5] are
used as experiments for this method, and the algorithms are
programmed and run on the Matlab platform. In the experi-
ment, a total of 1000 CT images were selected for training and
feature selection in the 3D-IRCADb 01 database (https://
www.ircad.fr/research/3d-ircadb-01/), in order to test the
effectiveness of the algorithm in this paper. Ready.
Experimental software and hardware parameter settings are
shown in Tables 1 and 2:

According to the above experimental parameter settings,
performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed.

3.1 Analysis of effectiveness

In order to analyze effectiveness of the proposed algorithm,
the algorithm is applied to an actual CT image feature extrac-
tion experiment of sports tear injury. Figure 5 is a raw medical
CT image of sports tear injury. Figure 6 is a feature image
proposed by the algorithm.

Analysis of Figs. 5 and 6 shows that features for CT image
of sports tear injure extracted by the algorithm are clear.
Texture features of injured part of the leg are better extracted.

3.2 Analysis of performance

In order to accurately analyze performance advantages of the
proposed algorithm, Literature [1] algorithm, Literature [5]
algorithm and the proposed algorithm are compared. Under
normal conditions, when medical CT images of sports tear
injure are being imaged, machine noise interferes with the
quality of the image. Therefore, denoising, enhancement and
extraction time consumption of CT images by three algo-
rithms are compared. The experimental results are as follows:

(1) Denoising

Gaussian noise is introduced into medical CT image of
sports tear injury, as shown in Fig. 7. The comparison results
for denoising of three algorithms are shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10.

Analysis of Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 shows that there are a large
number of noise points in medical CT image of sports tear
injure in which Gaussian noise is introduced. In the CT image
after denoising, noise points are almost invisible. Leg details
of sports tear injury are clearer. Noise points for medical CT
image of sports tear injure after denoising by Literature [1]

algorithm are removed. However, horizontal stripes left by
denoising appear in the image, which affects sharpness of
the CT image. Literature [5] algorithm has a poor effect on
the removal of noise points in medical CT images of sports
tear injury. The processed CT image still has some noise
points, and denoising effect is lower than the proposed algo-
rithm. It can be seen that denoising performance of the pro-
posed algorithm is significant.

(2) Enhancement

Original CT image of sports tear injure from scan-
ning devices may be degraded due to various factors
such as imaging device and acquisition conditions, as
shown in Fig. 11. Three algorithms are used for image
enhancement processing. The contrast enhancement re-
sults are shown in Figs. 12, 13 and 14.

Analysis of Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14 shows that medical CT
image of sports tear injure with degraded image quality is
relatively vague, which is not conducive to judgment of dis-
eases. Image quality enhanced by the algorithm is obviously
improved. It can be seen that the enhanced image has clear
details, strong layering and higher resolution. Medical CT
image of sports tear injure enhanced by Literature [1] algo-
rithm and Literature [5] algorithm is overexposed. Local edge
is unclear and local contrast enhancement effect is not

Fig. 5 Medical CT image of original sports tear injury

Table 2 Software environment

Software Type

Operating System Windows 2015/IIS6.0

Development Tools Power Builder 9.0

Database SQL Server 2013

Table 1 Hardware
environment Hardware CPU RAM

Server ≧2.2HZ ≧1024 M

Client ≧1.6HZ ≧512 MB
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obvious. It shows that the algorithm has the best enhancement
effect.

(3) Analysis of extraction efficiency

In medical CT image analysis, diagnostic efficiency of a
condition depends not only on records of other examination
reports, but also on analysis efficiency of CT images.
Therefore, feature extraction efficiency for medical CT im-
ages of sports tear injure is set as a comparison index of three
algorithms. A total of 7 patients with sports tear injury are set
to examine the condition by medical CT imaging. Comparing
time-consuming data of three algorithms in extracting the fu-
tures for medical CT images of sports tear injure. The com-
parison results are shown in Fig. 15:

Analysis of Fig. 15 shows that extraction time of the algo-
rithm is stable at 2 ms when extracting the features for 7
medical CT image of sports tear injure. Literature [5] algo-
rithm takes 21 ms to extract CT image features of the first
patient, and feature extraction time for CT images of remain-
ing 6 patients is 30 ms. Extraction time of Literature [1] algo-
rithm is 45 ms. By comparison, extraction algorithm in this
paper takes the shortest time.

4 Conclusion

Medical image visualization is an important research content
of scientific computing visualization. It is an important appli-
cation of computer graphics and image processing in biomed-

Fig. 8 Medical CT image of sports tear injury after denoising by this
algorithm

Fig. 7 Medical CT images of sports tear injury imported with Gauss
noise

Fig. 9 Medical CT images of sports tear injury after denoising by
Literature [1] algorithm

Fig. 6 The feature extraction results of the algorithm in this paper
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ical engineering. It uses computer graphics and image pro-
cessing techniques to reconstruct medical 2D image data into
3D solid images. It helps doctors to understand internal tissue
information of human body and analyze diseased body with
its surrounding tissues. Accuracy and scientificity of medical
diagnosis are improved. It is conducive to development of
optimal treatment plans and radiological planning.
Moreover, it is of great significance in clinical, educational
and medical research. Today’s macroscopic CT has been able
to directly observe organ lesions, which is equivalent to the
pathological structure seen by pathological autopsy. Structure
of tissues and cells is observed by Micro-CT, without taking
biopsy, without positioning puncture, without using case
slices. It directly makes clinical case diagnosis in real time

without non-invasive. Considering that medical raw CT im-
ages are affected by various factors such as imaging equip-
ment and acquisition conditions, as well as machine noise,
degradation of image quality and blurring of edges may occur.

A feature extraction algorithm for medical CT images of
sports tear injury is proposed. First, medical CT image of
sports tear injure is preprocessed. After CT image of sports
tear injure is analyzed by wavelet multi-scale, the image is
decomposed into a low frequency component and a series of
high frequency components in different directions. Then,
multi-directional image enhancement algorithm based on
wavelet layering is used to enhance the low-frequency infor-
mation and high-frequency information of the image, so as to
achieve multi-scale enhancement for CT images of sports tear

Fig. 13 Medical CT images of sports tear injury enhanced by Literature
[1] algorithm

Fig. 11 Medical CT images of sports tear injury with image quality
degradation

Fig. 10 Medical CT image of sports tear injury after denoising by
Literature [5] algorithm

Fig. 12 Medical CT images of sports tear injury enhanced by our
algorithm
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injure. The proposed algorithm preserves important features
of the image while removing noise from the image. Finally,
image edge extraction algorithm based on extended mathe-
matical morphology is used to extract edge of the enhanced
CT image. According to the extracted edge information, CT
image feature extraction algorithm based on NSCT-GLCM is
used to complete feature extraction for CT images of sports
tear injury. The algorithm effectively eliminates pixel mis-
segment in regions and obtain more accurate CT image seg-
mentation results.

Experiments show that the proposed algorithm effectively
extracts CT image features of sports tear injury. The image
with noise interference has strong denoising performance. In
addition, medical CT image of sports tear injure enhanced by
the proposed algorithm has clear details, strong layering and
higher resolution.
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